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Introduction
Student learning objectives (SLOs) are measurable, long-term academic
growth targets that teachers set at the beginning of the school year.
Many school districts across the country have been moving toward ways
of including multiple measures of teacher performance and student
learning into their evaluation systems (Morgan & Lacireno-Paquet,
2013). SLOs are created by teachers and approved by principals. They
are long-term, specific learning goals or targets that can be tracked
and used to measure teacher impact on student learning (Gill et al.,
2013; The Reform Support Network, 2011). In most cases, SLOs are used
as performance metrics, setting benchmarks and assessing whether
teachers reached the targets set. They are usually based on prior student
learning data and aligned to state standards. SLOs can take into account
the course subject matter and students with low proficiency (LacirenoPaquet et al., 2014).
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While there are many advantages of using SLOs, especially in nonstate-tested subject areas, the current methods of constructing SLOs
do not incorporate predictive metrics of student growth. Incorporating
these metrics can account for errors found within student growth
estimates. Marzano Center Student Learning Objectives (MCSLOs) not
only incorporate predictive student growth metrics but also formative
assessments and quiz grades to create student learning trajectories for
students, ultimately tracking student progress to standards. Moreover,
MCSLOs include a reliability estimate that determines the consistency
of classroom-level data. This is essential in the implementation
of SLOs because districts can set benchmarks not only around
student achievement and growth, but also in regard to precision of
measurement. The MCSLOs foster teacher autonomy by using formative
assessment data while incorporating reliability estimates to ensure
consistency in classroom data so that teachers do not inadvertently
influence student scores. The aim of this paper will be to detail the
MCSLOs.
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Current State
As of 2014, there were 30 states that were either using or planning
to use SLOs for educator evaluation (Lacireno-Paquet et al., 2014). Of
those, 21 states have all teachers implement them or have all teachers
implement them within pilot schools; three states apply them only
to teachers in specific grades or subject areas in non-tested courses;
one state leaves the discretion to the district; and five states do not
specify how they are applied to teachers (Lacireno-Paquet et al., 2014).
Despite the widespread use of SLOs, there is very little research on their
effectiveness at measuring student growth (Gill et al., 2013, 2014;
Harris, 2012; Tyler, 2011). Most research documents how to create SLOs
and how to implement them with fidelity (Barge, 2013; Center for
Assessment, 2013; Indiana Department of Education; Lachin-Hache et
al., 2012; Lacireno-Paquet et al., 2014).
SLOs were created as a proxy for measuring student growth in nontested areas. While it is a requirement for teachers to have student
growth data incorporated in their overall teacher evaluation scores,
not all teachers have growth data available on the students they teach.
SLOs provide a way for teachers to measure how well their students
are performing over a given period of time, ultimately satisfying this
statutory requirement. SLOs are a status-based model that gives a
snapshot of student performance at one point in time and creates
targets for student learning for the current year (Marzano and Toth,
2013). Creating SLOs begins by assessing the needs of the students
in the class, taking into account baseline data from the previous year,
then setting targets that are realistic and challenging for students
expected to achieve proficiency by the end of the course (Gill et al.,
2014). The process of setting specific goals and measuring achievement
provides evidence of each teacher’s instructional impact in non-tested
areas. It is somewhat a “backwards planning” exercise for teachers as
a vision of student success is realized, and then instruction is planned
based on that goal (Indiana Department of Education).
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Lachlan-Hache and colleagues (2012) describe five types of SLOs
that can be created: course-level SLOs that focus on an entire student
population for a given course; class-level SLOs that focus on the
student population in an individual class; targeted-student SLOs in
which separate SLOs are created for subgroups of students who need
specific support; targeted-content SLOs in which separate objectives
are created for a specific skill or content that students must master; and
tiered-targets. SLOs that are often used in conjunction with courselevel or class-level SLOs to set differentiated targets based on the range
of student abilities in the classroom.
The three best-known examples of SLO implementation are the Austin
REACH, Denver ProComp, and Charlotte TIF-LEAP projects (Morgan
and Lacireno-Paquet, 2012). These projects have incorporated SLOs
into compensation-based models of student performance. The
Austin Independent School District (AISD) in Texas is implementing a
compensation-based model (REACH) in which teachers develop SLOs
to measure student growth. With guidance from the district, teachers
are required to develop two SLOs. For one of the SLOs, teachers must
achieve the defined target with at least 75 percent of students in a
class. For the second, either 75 percent of students in the class or a
subgroup of students must reach the defined target. Students are
assessed on the objectives at the beginning and end of the year using
existing district tests or teacher-developed assessments that are
approved by the district. Administrators assess how rigorous the SLOs
are by using a predefined rubric. Teachers are required to justify how
the SLOs are aligned with student needs, state and national standards,
and school improvement plans.
Another example of SLOs is found in Denver. Researchers from
Community Training and Assistance Center (CTAC) developed a four-level
rubric (4–Excellent, 3–Acceptable, 2–Needs Improvement, 1–Too Little
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to Evaluate) to assess the rigorousness and quality of SLOs developed by
teachers. The criteria for the rubric levels were determined by a review of
teacher planning guides; scope, sequence, and subject standards; and
the guidance listed on teachers’ objectives forms (CTAC, 2004). After a
thorough analysis of the objectives, it was found that students whose
teachers developed objectives deemed as “excellent” achieved higher
test scores than students whose teachers’ objectives were scored lower
than “excellent” on the rubric (CTAC, 2004). Moreover, students whose
teachers met at least one of their SLOs were more likely to score higher
on their standardized assessments than students whose teachers did
not meet their SLOs (Goldhaber and Walch, 2012; Schmitt & Ibanez,
2011). While this pilot study found that 70–80% of the teachers met at
least one target, a similar study in Tennessee found that roughly twothirds met all targets (Goldhaber & Walch, 2012; Proctor, Walters, et al.,
2011; Tennessee Department of Education, 2012).
The Charlotte TIF-LEAP program was also a compensatory-based
model. For this study, researchers found positive, statistically
significant associations between how rigorous SLOs were and student
achievement, depending on the year of implementation (CTAC, 2013).
More specifically, during the second year of implementation the SLO
quality rating was positively associated with increased achievement
in elementary math and reading and middle school math (CTAC,
2013). Researchers also found that the quality of SLOs increased over
time with attainment according to the number of years teachers had
participated in the initiative (CTAC, 2013).
There are several advantages in using SLOs. The first major advantage
is that teachers in courses or subjects that do not have standardized
assessments or in non-tested courses can incorporate a student
growth component based on the teachers’ students (Gill et al., 2014;
Indiana Department of Education; Morgan & Lacireno-Paquet, 2013).
Furthermore, SLOs are adaptable and flexible across all subjects and
grade levels. They allow for customization and can target students’
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needs and course goals, connecting to instructional improvement
more so than other value-added models. The second major advantage
of SLOs is that they can improve collaboration between teachers and
principals, pushing teachers to use data to drive instruction, ultimately
improving teachers’ instructional practice (Gill et al., 2014; Morgan &
Lacireno-Paquet, 2013).
Although incorporating SLOs into the teacher evaluation process
has clear advantages, it is not without its own set of challenges. The
development of SLOs can be very resource-intensive (Gill et al, 2013,
2014). In order for SLOs to be successful, they must be rigorous, and
the process of identifying and hitting targets must be investigated,
verified, and approved (Morgan & Lacireno-Paquet, 2013). SLOs are
also time-intensive (The Reform Support Network, 2011). They require
time and support from administrators, training for teachers, and
technology to capture objectives, targets, and information regarding
whether teachers met those targets (Gill et al., 2013; The Reform
Support Network, 2011). Another major challenge in using SLOs is
whether they are comparable to value-added metrics and if they are
valid and reliable measures of student growth. There have been no
studies that reported the reliability of measures of SLO ratings from
year to year (Gill et al., 2014). Since individual teachers create SLOs
using their own professional judgment, it can be difficult to ensure
consistency, and issues with comparability arise (Gill et al., 2013;
2014; Indiana Department of Education; Lachlan-Hache, Cushing, &
Biovana, 2012). There is also concern, since teachers have a stake in the
results of achieving their SLO targets, there may be incentive to set low
expectations or to inflate scores or grades (Gill et
al., 2013).
Overall, the limited research on SLOs finds that most teachers achieve
at least some of their SLO targets (CTAC, 2013; Goldhaber & Walch,
2012; Proctor et al., 2011; Tennessee Department of Education, 2012;
Terry, 2008). Only two studies have correlated SLO ratings with teacher
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value-added estimates and have found small positive relationships
(Goldhaber & Walch, 2012; Schmitt & Ibanez, 2010). Some researchers
note that SLOs can improve student learning (Barge, 2013; Beesley
& Apthorp, 2010), but no studies have reported on the reliability of
measures of SLO ratings on a year-to-year basis, and more research
is needed regarding teachers meeting their SLOs and student net
achievement (Gill et al., 2014; Tyler, 2011). While Harris (2012)
describes SLOs’ potentially attractive qualities of allowing for teaching
autonomy in setting individualized objectives and customizing
instruction accordingly, he also argues that those same qualities could
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lend themselves to manipulation and non-comparability. Moreover, he
states “there is essentially no evidence about the validity or reliability
of SLOs” (Harris, 2012).
The MCSLOs solve most of the issues noted by using a more rigorous
measure of student growth incorporating predictive metrics that can be
applied to all subjects and courses and by creating reliability estimates
for classroom-level data while allowing teacher autonomy to use
formative data to track student progress. We begin with the theory
base for the Marzano Center approach to SLOs.
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Theory Base For Marzano Center SLOs
Any effective system of measurement begins with a strong theory
base. Indeed, the theory base for the current systems of measurement
used in education began at the turn of the last century with the works
of Charles Spearman and others (see Traub, 1997 for a discussion).
The original theory base (i.e., classical test theory) and its adaptations
(e.g., item response theory, generalizability theory) tend to approach
the construct of reliability from the perspective of a single, large-scale

assessment specifically when it comes to computing a reliability index.
The Marzano Center approach focuses on multiple classroom-level
assessments collected over time that are focused on specific content.
To this extent, MCSLOs are closely related to what Lachlan-Hache and
colleagues (2012) refer to as targeted-content SLOs. However, they can
also be readily employed as course-level SLOs, class-level SLOs, targetedstudent SLOs, and tiered SLOs.

Tracking Individual Student Growth
Perhaps the best way to conceptualize the MCSLO approach is to
examine Figure 1, which depicts an individual student’s progress across
five assessments.

Each student in Figure 1 has received five scores on a specific topic
collected over time. The observed scores on these five assessments are
depicted by the bar graphs, which represent a scale that ranges from
0 to 4. It is important to note that any scale could be used to create

Figure 1. Individual Student Progress Over Time
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an MCSLO. An assumption underlying the depiction in Figure 1 is that
all assessments address the same dimension. Stated differently, the
assumption is that all assessments are unidimensional.
Unidimensionality is foundational to classical test theory. Lord (1959),
in a foundational article on classical measurement theory, noted that a
test “is a collection of tasks; the performance on these tasks is taken as
an index of his [a student’s] standing on some psychological dimension”
(p. 473). Thissen and Wainer (2001) note that, “Before the responses
to any set of items are combined into a single score that is taken to
be, in some sense, representative of the responses to all the items,
we must ascertain the extent to which the items “measure the same
thing” (p. 10). Unfortunately, many test designers fail to adhere to the
unidimensionality criterion (Hattie, 1985; Hattie, Krokowski, Rogers, &
Swaminathan, 1996).
Within the MCSLO process, unidimensionality for all assessments in a set
is a prerequisite. Additionally, all tests must be designed as equivalent
forms. While daunting at first blush, these requirements can be met,
at least in part, by adopting a unique perspective on test design at the
classroom level. (This perspective is explained in depth in a subsequent
section of this paper). Given that each student in a class has been scored
multiple times on unidimensional assessments of equivalent form,
a graph like that in Figure 1 can be generated for each student and
compared for students within and between classes.
A distinguishing feature of the graph in Figure 1 is the reporting of an
observed score for each assessment (i.e., the score represented by each
bar) and the predicted scores represented by the line cutting through
each the bar in the Figure. As described by Willett (1985), the basic
measurement model for this endeavor is:
Xip = Fp (ti) + eip
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Where the subscript i denotes the occasion of measurement, ti is
the time at which the ith occasion of measurement occurred, and
the subscript p indicates the person being measured. The symbol Fp
represents the true score status for person p, and the parenthetical
inclusion of the time at which the ith measurement occurred indicates
that Fp is changing (growing) over time. Thus, the true score for each
student at each occasion of measurement is estimated using some
hypothesized function (e.g., a linear function) regarding student growth
in learning the topic that is the focus of assessment.
This is not a new concept. Willett (1985, 1988) and Rogosa, Brandt,
& Zimowsky (1982) have written about it extensively for decades,
and Marzano (2006) has discussed the concept in terms of classroom
assessment and grading. Angoff (1964) alluded to this concept in the
mid-1960s. Specifically, he noted that with successive measurements
over time, “we can postulate a single true line and expect random
variation . . . to occur about this line” (p. 12). Contrast this measurement
model with the traditional model from classical test theory:
Xp = Fp + ep
Here Fp represents the true score of person p. The absence of the
parenthetical expression (ti) illustrates that the classical measurement
model is restricted to a fixed true score and is mute on the topic of true
score change over time.

Advantages of the Growth Model
The growth approach has a number of advantages. One is that each
student’s true score on each assessment can be readily estimated.
To illustrate, in Figure 1, the student’s observed score on the first
assessment was 2.0, but his predicted true score was 1.85; the student’s
observed score on the third assessment was 3.0, but his predicted
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true scores was 2.28; and so on. Thus, the growth approach allows for
estimates of true scores for each student along with the observed scores
on each occasion of measurement.
Contrast this with any system that considers individual assessments in
isolation, such as one that would use the percentage of students who
met or exceeded a specific cut score as the criterion for an SLO. In such
cases, the best that can be done regarding estimating the true score for
an individual student is to compute a confidence interval around the
student’s observed score using the formula:
ợe = ợ x (1- rxx)1/2
In this formula, ợe stands for the standard deviation of the distribution
of error scores around a specific observed score; ợx stands for the
standard deviation of observed scores; and rxx stands for the reliability
coefficient for the observed scores. To illustrate the application of this
formula, assume that a given student receives an observed score of 70
on an assessment that has a reliability of .75 and a standard deviation of
10; the 95% confidence interval would be from 58 to 82.
Another advantage to the growth approach is that it allows for the
estimation of reliability when classroom assessments are used.
Computing reliability estimates has been the Achilles’ heel of classroom
assessments since most classroom-based assessments are not designed
with an eye toward the psychometric requirements associated with
large-scale assessments. Classroom assessments typically do not meet
the threshold requirement in terms of quantity of items, item types,
and characteristics to be used with traditional formulas for reliability.
In effect, traditional formulas for reliability represent an impediment to
computing an index estimating the precision of classroom assessments
considered as a set.
The problem with using traditional formulas for estimating reliability
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of classroom assessments is that they are designed to be applied to
single assessments. This is a bit curious, since reliability is defined in
terms of multiple assessments. As Feldt and Brennan (1993) note, the
field of measurement has been preoccupied for years with identifying
techniques for computing reliability coefficients using data from a single
test even though the concept of reliability is grounded in the concept of
multiple administrations of parallel tests:
For more than three quarters of a century, measurement
theoreticians have been concerned with reliability estimation in the absence of parallel forms. Spearman (1910) and
Brown (1910) posed the problem; their solution is incorporated in the well-known formula bearing their names. In
the ensuing decades, a voluminous literature has accumulated on this topic. The problem is an intensely practical
one. For many tests, only one form is produced, because
a second form would rarely be needed. . . . Even when
parallel forms exist and the trait or skill is not undergoing
rapid change, practical considerations might rule out the
administration of more than one form. (p. 110).
In effect, with the traditional approach, reliability estimates are limited
to datasets in which there is one observed score for each test taker.
Formulas for computing reliability on single assessments are designed
for large-scale assessments with many items.
A growth approach changes the perspective to datasets with multiple
scores for each test taker collected over time. It is not the length of a
single test that creates precision; it is the number of data points for each
subject collected over time that creates precision. This fits classroom
assessment quite well. True scores for each test-taker on each test can
be estimated assuming some specific growth function over time. The
example in Figure 1 assumes a linear function to estimate the true
scores; other functions (i.e., power functions, exponential function, and
so on) can all be used. The basic equation for a reliability estimate on
multiple assessments over time is:
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Here represents the variance of growth rates; represents the
variance due to measurement error; SST represents the sum of squares
total. To illustrate the application of this formula, consider the matrix in
Table 1, which contains the scores of 10 students over five assessments.

The reliability of the scores for these 10 students is .881. This reliability
is not only quite high, relatively speaking, but more importantly it is
calculated using classroom assessments that, if examined in isolation,
might have relatively low reliabilities calculated using formulas that are
designed to be applied to individual assessments.

Table 1. Students Observed and Predicted Scores With Beta Weights

Student

Score
Observed
Student 1
Predicted
Observed
Student 2
Predicted
Observed
Student 3
Predicted
Observed
Student 4
Predicted
Observed
Student 5
Predicted
Observed
Student 6
Predicted
Observed
Student 7
Predicted
Observed
Student 8
Predicted
Observed
Student 9
Predicted
Observed
Student 10
Predicted
Average Teacher Growth

Assessment 1 Assessment 2 Assessment 3 Assessment 4 Assessment 5
2.50
2.00
2.00
2.50
3.50
1.96
2.31
2.43
2.70
3.09
1.50
2.50
2.50
3.00
4.00
1.56
2.30
2.55
3.13
3.95
2.50
3.50
3.00
3.50
3.00
2.89
3.03
3.07
3.18
3.33
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.50
2.50
1.78
2.18
2.32
2.63
3.09
1.50
2.00
2.00
1.50
2.50
1.55
1.78
1.85
2.03
2.28
2.00
3.00
3.00
2.50
3.50
2.25
2.61
2.73
3.01
3.40
3.00
3.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
2.75
2.91
2.97
3.09
3.27
1.00
1.50
2.50
3.00
2.50
1.28
1.82
1.99
2.41
3.00
3.50
2.50
2.50
3.00
4.00
2.76
2.98
3.06
3.23
3.47
2.50
2.50
3.00
3.50
3.00
2.55
2.78
2.85
3.03
3.28
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Beta
.693
.990
.389
.662
.653
.757
.552
.785
.408
.653
.654
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The Issue of Parallel Tests
Multiple administrations of parallel assessments that are parallel are
central to the general concept of reliability and critical to the calculation
of the reliability of assessments administered over time. Unfortunately,
the theory and practice of parallel assessments are complex issues.
As recently as 1966, Horst noted that “the assumptions underlying
the definition and construction of parallel test forms have not been
adequately set forth” (p. 295).
This observation notwithstanding, Traub (1997) noted that discussions
of parallel forms have a long history, especially as they relate to the
concept of reliability. Specifically, between 1910 and 1925, the index of
reliability was commonly conceived as the correlation between repeated
measures of the same or identical tests. The reasoning underlying such
discussions usually operationally defined reliability as the correlation
between parallel tests and then operationally defined parallel tests. For
example, in 1940 Gulliksen noted that “we shall define reliability as the
correlation of parallel forms of a test” (p. 13). He then noted:
Instead of defining parallel tests in terms of true
scores and error (as we did in the chapter immediately
preceding) then deriving the observed score
characteristics of parallel tests, we shall define parallel
tests in terms of observed score characteristics. (p. 29).
Gulliksen then listed a number of characteristics of observed scores
of parallel tests, such as equal standards deviations, equal pairwise
correlations, and so on.
This last point of Gulliksen’s is very germane to the present
discussion—namely, parallel tests are usually defined in terms of the
psychometric properties of the test items and the observed scores they
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generate. From this perspective, it would be difficult, if not impossible,
for an individual teacher or set of teachers to construct parallel tests
since they do not have the resources (i.e., time, energy, access to
statistical packages) and in some cases the technical expertise to do so.
For the MCSLO approach, we offer a different perspective on parallel
tests that can be designed by groups of practitioners. This approach is
grounded in three principles: unidimensionality, content articulated at
specific levels of complexity, and varying assessment formats.

Unidimensionality
The importance of unidimensionality in measuring student growth was
discussed previously. In short, it has been a defining characteristic of
parallel tests. As Hambleton (1993) noted, “The notion of an underlying
latent ability, attribute, factor, or dimension is a recurring one in the
psychometric literature” (p. 149). Interestingly, many test designers
fail to adhere to the unidimensionality criterion (Hattie, 1985; Hattie,
Krakowski, Rogers, & Swaminathan, 1996).
Within the MCSLO process, unidimensionality is achieved by the
articulation of a learning progression in the form of a proficiency
scale. The concept of a learning progression became popular about
the same time as discussions about formative assessment. Heritage
(2008) explained the link between learning progressions and formative
assessments as follows:
The purpose of formative assessment is to provide
feedback to teachers and students during the course
of learning about the gap between students’ current
and desired performance so that action can be taken
to close the gap. To do this effectively, teachers need to
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have in mind a continuum of how learning develops in
any particular knowledge domain so that they are able
to locate students’ current learning status and decide on
pedagogical action to move students’ learning forward.
Learning progressions that clearly articulate a progression
of learning in a domain can provide the big picture of
what is to be learned, support planning, and act as a
touchstone for formative assessment. (p. 2).
To illustrate, consider the progression for the concept of buoyancy
designed by Herman and Choi (2008):
•

Student knows that floating depends on having less
density than the medium.

•

Student knows that floating depends on having a
small density.

•

Student knows that floating depends on having a
small mass and a large volume.

•

Student knows that floating depends on having a
small mass or that floating depends on having a large
volume.

•

Student knows that floating depends on having a
small size, heft, or amount, or that it depends on

being made out of a particular material.
•

Student thinks that floating depends on being flat,
hollow, filled with air, or having holes.

This progression of knowledge can be organized into a scale like the one
depicted in Table 2.
Assessments can be designed to address the various levels of the scale
and that are then administered and scored by teachers. In effect, the
scale establishes a blueprint for assessment design that helps ensure
unidimensionality for all assessments that are based on the explicit
content described at the various levels. (For a discussion on how
assessments are constructed using such scales, see Marzano, 2010.)
The learning progression above was designed empirically. When such
empirically based progressions are not available, approximations to
them can be designed by teachers working in collaborative teams. To
this end, Marzano (2010) has recommended the use of proficiency
scales. Proficiency scales require teachers to identify at least three levels
of explicit content. Table 3 depicts a teacher-designed proficiency scale
for eighth-grade content about Napoleon.

Table 2: Buoyancy Progression Organized as a Scale

Score 4.0
Score 3.5
Score 3.0
Score 2.5
Score 2.0
Score 1.5
Score 1.0
Score 0.5
Score 0.0

Student knows that floating depends on having less density than the medium
Student knows that floating depends on having a small density
Student knows that floating depends on having a small mass and a large volume
Student knows that floating depends on having a small mass, or student knows that floating depends on having
a large volume
Student thinks that floating depends on having a small size, heft, or amount, or that it depends on being made out of a
particular material
Student thinks that floating depends on being flat, hollow, filled with air, or having holes
With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content
With help, partial success at score 2.0 content, but not at score 3.0 content
Even with help, no success

1.877.411.7144 | MARZANOCENTER.COM
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The articulation of a proficiency scale helps ensure unidimensionality
since it makes it easy to ascertain that all content at each level relates to
the same ability, attribute, factor, or dimension. In essence, a proficiency

scale turns an otherwise latent ability, attribute, factor, or dimension
into explicit elements.

Table 3: Proficiency Scale for Napoleon

Score 4.0

The student:
• Compares and contrasts Napoleon and other military and political leaders.
No major errors or omissions regarding the score 4.0 content

Score 3.5

In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content

Score 3.0

The student:
• Makes a flowchart depicting the rise and fall of Napoleon (e.g., creates an illustrated flowchart that includes Napoleon’s 1799 coup, his major military achievements, and his final invasion of Russia)
No major errors or omissions regarding the score 3.0 content

Score 2.5

No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content

Score 2.0

The student:
• Recalls accurate information about the rise and fall of Napoleon, such as:
• He was not French by birth and never mastered the language
• His first position of significant military command was with France’s Army of Italy
• He was imprisoned and then exiled to the island of St. Helena in 1815
No major errors or omissions regarding the score 2.0 content

Score 1.5

Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding 3.0 content

Score 1.0

With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content

Score 0.5

With help, partial success at score 2.0 content, but not at score 3.0 content

Score 0.0

Even with help, no success
© Robert J. Marzano (2009)
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Content Articulated at Specific Levels of Complexity
Virtually all discussion of parallel tests addresses the requirement that
the distribution of item difficulties should be similar if not identical.
This is difficult for classroom teachers to accomplish. However, the
construction of a proficiency scale helps teachers design assessments
that include content at each level of the scale. To illustrate, consider
the proficiency scale above. All assessments designed with this scale

as a reference point would include content from the three explicit
content levels of the scale (i.e., scores 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0). Under the
assumption that the levels of a scale represent different levels of content
difficulty, the assessments designed using the scale could reasonably
approximate the requirement of similar item difficulty distributions
across assessments.

Varying Assessment Formats
The third principle underlying the MCSLO process is that assessments
would be allowed to manifest in different formats. Before addressing this
issue, it is useful to provide some working definitions for understanding
constructs of the MCSLO process. These are presented in Table 4.
When a proficiency scale has been created, terms like assessment,
measurement, scale, and score take on specific meanings. An
assessment becomes any systematic method a teacher uses to draw
inferences about a student’s position on the proficiency scale at
a particular moment in time. The score a student is assigned on a

particular assessment at a particular time is always a point on the
proficiency scale. The proficiency scale itself serves as the scale with
which all assessments are interpreted, since it is a system of numbers
and their units by which a value is reported on some dimension. Finally,
the process of translating students’ results on various assessments
into points on the proficiency scale is by definition the process of
measurement. In effect, teachers could use different types of assessment
formats but still reference the same scale. For example, a score of 2.0 on
any assessment referenced to the scale always means the same thing in
terms of students’ levels of expertise.

Table 4: Definitions

Assessment
Measurement

Any systematic method of obtaining information used to draw inferences about characteristics of people, objects, or
programs; a systematic process to measure or evaluate the characteristics or performance of individuals, programs, or
other entities for purposes of drawing inferences; sometimes used synonymously with test (AERA, 2014, p. 216).
The assignment of numerals to objects or events according to rules (Stevens, 1946, p. 677).

Scale

The system of numbers and their units by which a value is reported on some dimension of measurement. In testing, the
set of items or subsets used to measure a specific characteristic (e.g., a test of verbal ability or a scale of extroversionintroversion) (AERA, 2014, p. 223).

Score

Any specific number resulting from the assessment of an individual, such as a raw score, a scale score, an estimate of a
latent variable, a production count, an absence record, a course grade, or a rating (AERA, 2014, p. 223).

1.877.411.7144 | MARZANOCENTER.COM
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Designing Marzano Center SLOs
The process of designing MCSLOs begins with the six steps described in Table 5.
Table 5: Six-Step Process Underlying the Construction of SLOs

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

Create a proficiency scale for a unit of instruction that will be taught by a group of teachers. The unit might be as short as a
few weeks or as long as a grading period.
Create a common pretest (one that will be administered by all teachers) and a common posttest using the proficiency
scale.
Administer the common pretest at the same point in time for all teachers. If possible, multiple teachers should score
common pretests.
Allow teachers to create their own interim assessment under the restriction that every assessment provides data that allow
for the assignment of scores along all points of the proficiency scale.
At the end of the unit, have teachers administer the common posttest at the same point in time. If possible, multiple
teachers should score posttests.
For each teacher, compute: 1) each student’s prediction line (i.e., slope), 2) the average slope for the class, and 3) the
reliability of the scores for the students as a set.
© Robert J. Marzano (2013)

The data generated from these six steps are comparable from teacher
to teacher within the set using the proficiency scale as the basis of
assessment. Average slopes can be compared, as can the reliability of
each teacher’s measurement process. Additionally, the percentage of
students below or above a specific slope can be compared. For example,
for each teacher the percentage of students below a slope (expressed

18

as a beta weight) of .10 could be computed; similarly, the percentage
of students above a slope of .30 (expressed as a beta weight) could
be computed. Teachers could set their own goals relative to expected
average slopes for their class, expected reliability for the measurement
process, and expected percentages of students below or above specific
beta weights.

1.877.411.7144 | MARZANOCENTER.COM

Conclusion
The approach described above is a new and unique way of designing
and implementing SLOs. It uses teacher-designed assessments in
such a way that average student growth rates can be computed and
aggregated across teachers. Additionally, the precision of teacher
assessments can be estimated and used to interpret the utility of
individual student scores as well as aggregated scores. The MCSLO
process outlined in this paper improves upon the traditional SLO process.
MCSLOs incorporate predictive metrics of student growth that reduce

1.877.411.7144 | MARZANOCENTER.COM

errors in estimates. MCSLOs fosters teacher autonomy by using formative
assessment data while incorporating reliability estimates to ensure
consistency in classroom data. Benchmarks can be set in a number of
different ways, not only centered on student growth but also around
reliability. If implemented properly, these methods should help teachers
track progress of students to standards and ultimately increase student
achievement.
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